Activation of 2',5'-oligo(A) polymerase and protein kinase of interferon-treated HeLa cells by 2'-O-methylated poly (inosinic acid) . poly(cytidylic acid), Correlations with interferon-inducing activity.
An oligonucleotide polymerase and a protein kinase which require double-stranded RNA (dsRNA) for activation are induced in HeLa cells by human fibroblast interferon. The polymerase synthesizes a series of oligonucleotides from ATP, whereas the kinase phosphorylates a polypeptide of Mr = 72,000 and the alpha subunit of initiation factor eIF-2. Partially or fully 2'-O-methylated derivatives of poly(inosinic acid) . poly(cytidylic acid) (rIn . rCn) were used to determine the structural requirements of dsRNA in the activation of these two enzymes. While fully methylated polymers failed to activate either enzyme, partially methylated polymers activated the enzymes in specific manners. The activation of the kinase by the rIn . rCn analogues was affected more severely by the level of methylation than was the activation of the polymerase. Moreover, fully methylated analogues blocked the activation of the kinase by rIn . rCn but not the activation of the polymerase. These observations are consistent with a biphasic model for enzyme activation similar to that proposed for interferon induction, which required the recognition of a relatively small region of rIn . rCn as the last step. Differences in the activation of the polymerase and kinase are explicable on the basis of the polymerase requirement for a smaller recognition region of the rIn . rCn duplex than the kinase. Dependence of polymerase activation on the level of methylation shows striking similarities with the interferon inducing activities of these analogues, suggesting a possible relationship between polymerase activation and interferon induction.